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Studies on written scientific language have shown a diachronic tendency towards structural compression (Biber & Gray 2013) accompanied by informationally dense phrasal constructions (e.g. Halliday & Martin 1993, Mair 2006, Degaetano-Ortlieb & Teich 2016a/b, 2018). Besides general trends in scientific writing, Biber & Gray (2013) have shown how different disciplinary fields differ, e.g. in their use of nominal features reflecting particular compression strategies, indicating the importance of investigating trends in subregisters.

Following this line of research, we analyze all texts (33,479) from the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, considering their mathematical and biological sciences (Series A and B). We investigate whether over time these fields show differing or common changes in their use of grammatical structures. Common changes will indicate trends of the scientific register in general. Discipline-specific changes will indicate a particular need within a discipline that calls for a particular change. In addition, change related to the scientific register in general might have developed in one of the two fields first and spread to the other.

Methodologically, we take a text-linguistic exploratory perspective, investigating change of use of n-gram-based parts-of-speech (POS) sequences approximating grammatical structure (ensuring reproducibility and broad coverage of features). By calculating relative entropy \( D \) (Kullback & Leibler 1951, Fankhauser et al. 2014) between probability distributions of POS sequences (here trigrams) diachronically, we inspect when changes occur and which structures contribute to change. Specifically, we compare preceding (past 10) and following (future 10) years of a given year, sliding over the time line (see Equation 1) based on the periodization procedure by Degaetano-Ortlieb & Teich (2018). Intuitively, relative entropy allows us to measures how well the future of a given year can be modeled by the past. A rise in relative entropy indicates a period of change, where the future is distinctively different from the past.

\[
D(\text{future}|\text{past}) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} p(\text{trigram}_i|\text{future}) \log_2 \frac{p(\text{trigram}_i|\text{future})}{p(\text{trigram}_i|\text{past})}
\]  

Ranking trigrams by their contribution to a difference (increase in relative entropy), we obtain those trigrams used most distinctively in the future compared to the past. The highest-ranking trigrams are then mapped to grammatical structures.

Preliminary results (see Figure 1) show that indeed scientific fields (here mathematical and biological) are subject to discipline-specific changes in use of grammatical structures, not reflected by an overall model (gray vs. colored lines). A major change occurs around the mid-1920s. Figure 2 and 3 show complex nominal structures to be involved in this change, which seems to begin in the biological series but having a higher impact in the mathematical ones. Around the mid-1950s, biology shows a second major change – distinctive use of passive in past tense (e.g. mice <were immunized by> the transplantation) born from the need to report experiments – not reflected in mathematics.

We will further investigate which other structures are involved in change, their lexical realizations and functional properties. Our work contributes to register analysis, especially of subregisters, as well as data mining techniques, such as register classification (cf. Atkinson 1992, Argamon et al. 2008, Eisenstein et al. 2011, Degaetano-Ortlieb et al. 2014, Teich et al. 2013, 2016, Clarke & Grieve 2017).
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Figure 1: Relative entropy comparing at each year the previous and following 10 years.

Figure 2: Top 5 distinctive POS trigrams math (1920s)

Figure 3: Top 5 distinctive POS trigrams biology (1920s)

Figure 4: Top 5 distinctive POS trigrams biology (1950s)

Figure 5: Top 5 distinctive POS trigrams math (1950s)